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THE FUTURE OF SMOOTH JAZZ
Steve Hibbard, Operations Manager/ Smooth Jazz, Dial Global Denver

The early years.

It all started in the mid 1980’s, when the first idea of an “alternative” format 
appeared.  There were several genres of music that were growing noticeably in 
record sales, yet were not being played on the radio.  In the 1970’s we saw the 
rise of contemporary jazz with artists like George Benson, David Sanborn, Lee 
Ritenour, Bob James, Earl Klugh and Grover Washington, Jr. -- all but the late 
Grover are still recording and touring today.  Artists like these drew new attention
to the jazz genre both from the public and record labels.  But only a few 
commercial jazz stations existed, notably KKGO, Los Angeles, WJZZ, Detroit 
and KJAZ, San Francisco.

Around the same time another mostly instrumental style of music was growing in 
popularity.  It was dubbed “New Age,” in part perhaps because its early 
popularity came from its sale – starting out with cassette tapes -- in various 
boutiques rather than in record stores.  New Age did not have the African roots of
jazz.  Often more electronic or acoustic, New Age was a big success for labels 
like Windham Hill, Narada and Private Music.  Finally there were many vocalists 
who, like the jazz and New Age artists, did not have a home in any radio format.

The opportunity to play some combination of these musical genres first came on 
weekend specialty shows on AC and album rock stations.  For years the 
syndicated David Sanborn Show was a weekend showcase for contemporary 
jazz.  Then there were nightly shows in markets like Atlanta and San Diego.  The 
earliest pioneers of a full-time format were probably WLOQ, Orlando and KIFM, 
San Diego, which both leaned toward jazz, WLVE, Miami (all those three are still 
around), the original KHIH, Denver, and KLSK, Santa Fe/ Albuquerque, which 
was pointedly eclectic.  Then came 1987, when KTWV, the Wave, was launched 
in Los Angeles.  Its early success was followed quickly by stations like WNUA in 
Chicago, KKSF in San Francisco and WQCD in New York.  All of these but 
WQCD are still on the air.  Early names for this new format were Adult Alternative
and New Adult Contemporary (NAC).

Satellite distribution.

Because this new format was music-intensive, it quickly lent itself to network 
distribution.  This allowed more markets to quickly benefit from the limited 
expertise in programming “NAC” that existed at the time.  There have been a 
total of five efforts at offering this format on satellite.  The pioneer in the 1980’s 
was the Breeze, originating in the Twin Cities.  The success of KTWV was 
quickly cloned by Satellite Music Network, and so “the Wave” went national.  



Both of these services were gone by the early 1990’s.  The mid 90’s saw Jones 
Radio Networks’ FM Lite (later called “NAC” and then “Smooth Jazz”), and SW 
Networks’ Smooth FM.  The latest satellite offering is Broadcast Architecture’s 
Smooth Jazz Network.

So far none of these services has lasted more than a few years.  There has been
one exception to that – JRN’s Smooth Jazz, now owned by Dial Global Denver, 
which will have been on the air for 14 years when the service ends this year on 
September 30.  What led to that product’s longevity?  We can certainly argue 
about programming, but I believe that one reason most of the other network 
formats have been short lived was their overhead.  It was just too high.  Their 
costs just weren’t in line with the potential return.                             

The format evolves.

The big selling point of NAC was the quality of the audience.  The early numbers 
for indicators like household income were very impressive, TSL was very high, 
and the format’s founders had great success in marketing the format to local 
advertisers.  As larger radio companies became operators of these stations in 
major markets, agencies and ratings were increasingly part of the game.  There 
was a quest for bigger numbers, and so began music testing and the goal of 
“mainstreaming” the format.

It only made sense to identify the strongest tracks in the format and focus more 
on that music.  Some of the pioneers (KIFM and the Breeze come to mind) were 
rotating thousands of cuts.  As auditorium testing became the norm, the format 
experienced a couple of changes fairly quickly.  New Age music was rapidly 
losing airplay.  Was it a victim of the methodology?  If you listened to New Age 
you know that there was rarely a “hook.”  You have to wonder how you could 
possibly capture most of the New Age tracks in a music test hook, let alone in 
one that is under 10 seconds.  So as the format’s instrumental content leaned 
more toward contemporary jazz, the moniker “Smooth Jazz” was coined in the 
early 1990’s.  The name was suggested by listener responses in surveys.

Around the same time another format was coming into being.  The industry trade 
the Gavin Report started making the distinction between A2 (Adult Alternative or 
NAC/Smooth Jazz) and A3 (Adult Album Alternative or Triple A).  The AAA format
served as a softer, more intelligent alternative to the increasingly harder album 
rock format, and it provided a home for some of the vocalists that NAC had 
featured in its early years.  For the most part Triple A has ended up with very 
small shares and fewer listeners than Smooth Jazz, but if you look only at its 
qualitative profile, AAA wins hands down, beating nearly all other formats.

The vocal challenge.



The music that scored best in the Smooth Jazz auditorium tests was generally 
the most melodic and the most familiar-sounding in the short test hooks that are 
used.  During a survey these hooks are played for the participants by the 
hundreds in rapid succession.  The scores from these tests resulted in a 
noticeable rise in the airplay of instrumental “covers,” along with “crossover” 
vocals from other formats.  There is evidence that this mainstreaming process 
may have garnered more cume.  But it has come at a price.  The qualitative 
profile of the Smooth Jazz listener has declined steadily, along with TSL.

That qualitative change isn’t just a function of who is joining the Smooth Jazz 
cume.  It’s more the result of the listenership that has fallen away from the 
format.  Our own research of passionate Smooth Jazz P1 listeners shows that 
many covers and some of the crossover vocals do test well with these listeners.  
On the other hand many of the vocals that we hear played very heavily by 
Smooth Jazz stations are actually very powerful negatives for these core 
listeners.  There’s general agreement that instrumentals are what make the 
Smooth Jazz format unique.  Uniqueness is one of the format’s most valuable 
characteristics.  As for vocals, there’s agreement that they are a critical 
ingredient that makes the music mix more varied, familiar and foreground.  But 
playing the wrong vocals, and then burning them, has been damaging to the 
format. 

This problem could not have come at a worse time.  Not long ago radio stations 
considering certain programming changes could argue “where else can those 
listeners go?”.  Those days are over.  Changes to the Smooth Jazz format, along
with its complete disappearance from analog radio in many markets, inevitably 
has started driving the very core of this format’s audience to iPods, internet radio 
and satellite radio.  The Watercolors format at XM (where “niche,” of course, is a 
good thing) is quite conspicuous in its lack of crossover vocals.  “Radio promised 
a unique adventure,” according to industry veteran Roger Lifeset of Peer 
Pressure Promotion, ”and we ended up on a bus filled with P2 and P3 tourists.”

Stripping any format of many of its most passionate listeners, leaving a hollowed-
out core, is a prescription for failure.  “Those listeners,” notes Jonathan Little of 
Troy Research, “are the folks who provide 70% of reported listening, support 
station events and create critically important word-of-mouth.”   

Lost opportunity.

The decline in local Smooth Jazz radio is unfortunate, because a Smooth Jazz 
format with engaging air personalities and strong local content is not what you 
get on satellite, internet and HD2 channels.  Smooth Jazz with personalities and 
localism makes a fresh and compelling addition to a market’s local radio dial, and
it’s a natural for workplace listening.  It can also be a great complement to a local
radio station cluster strategy, with the benefit of format exclusivity.  How many 



stations deep do we really need to go in some of these other formats?  Smooth 
Jazz expands radio’s audience pie rather than just stealing from other stations.

You might think that the use of network programming has prevented Smooth 
Jazz stations from succeeding at localism.  Actually that’s not the case.  The 
network can provide quality air talent with Smooth Jazz expertise that many local 
stations can’t touch.  There are other ways to provide compelling localism that 
goes way beyond what jocks may or may not offer.  Any station in any music 
format that wants to thrive in this media environment needs to learn what matters
to its listeners.  An investment should be made in producing short, thoughtful, 
well-crafted features -- lots of them -- including voices from the local community.  
This material will enhance a station’s stopsets with compelling local content.  
This is the stuff that gets word-of-mouth like “I heard them talking on the radio 
about…”  Local radio just isn’t getting this done because it’s labor intensive and it
costs money.  Radio is looking to cut costs.  Unfortunately there is no free lunch 
when it comes to localism.

There is also a problem on the sales side of many radio operations, which always
seem to be searching for good salespeople.  I’ve seen countless Smooth Jazz 
stations go away when the ratings were encouraging -- and could have been 
much better with some marketing.  However the revenues were not there.  
Changing format is often a way to move the blame from the sales department to 
the programming.  It buys a little time for the market manager who is under the 
budget gun.  Although he or she prays for a quick format-change fix, it has to 
take some time for the new format to kick in.  So far the latest round of big-
market flips away from Smooth Jazz have all resulted in decidedly lower ratings.
      
The aging audience.

While the baby boomers represent a large population with huge disposable 
income, Smooth Jazz still has a challenge in attracting younger listeners.  
Formats that live in the past, such as standards and boomer formats like oldies 
and classic rock, have simply moved their music forward by a decade or so.  It 
won’t be that simple for Smooth Jazz, but this format’s advantage is that its core 
artists are still recording and touring.  This is a genre that features incredible 
musical talent.  New artists are breaking into the format.  Radio can do more to 
break them, and the Smooth Jazz product can and must evolve. 

Instrumental music was once a much bigger part of our popular culture.  
Classical music and traditional jazz have maintained their niches but with a 
declining presence on radio.  As we’ve gone from the big band era, to the 
beautiful music success story in the 50’s through the 70’s, to contemporary jazz 
and New Age after that, each succeeding generation has embraced instrumental 
music less than its predecessor.  The big challenge for Smooth Jazz is to learn 
more about the tastes of listeners under 45, because the format can’t last without
them, and it also can’t exist without its instrumental foundation.  The vocal 



content of Smooth Jazz, regardless of its vintage, will also have to appeal to the 
younger audience.

Many Smooth Jazz stations risk sounding bland, safe and boring.  Radio needs 
to re-think its typical presentation and present the music with more excitement.  
Yes, the station is smooth and relaxing, which is a great benefit.  It always will be
that way, relative to the rest of radio.  In fact we need to pay more attention to 
creating a seamless, compelling flow in the programming.  But our air talent and 
imaging instead should emphasize how exciting, fresh and new the music and 
the station are.  This is a better way to approach the younger listener.  The “J” 
word worries some people, but it is “smooth” that may need less emphasis.  The 
overall energy level of the music will need to increase too, while still remaining 
“smoother” than the increasingly harder sound of other music formats.  
Meanwhile new music deserves more air time and should be highlighted.             

Smooth Jazz will live on, of course.  These days there are just too many different 
ways to get the music.  But the lack of airplay on analog radio is posing a real 
problem for the artists and the labels.  And the royalty fight that discourages 
internet airplay and possibly even terrestrial airplay only makes matters worse.  
Without radio there will be declining support for the production of new quality 
music and fewer successful new artists.  It’s going to take two to tango.

After September 30 Steve Hibbard can be reached at 303-805-8802 or 
stevehibbard8@yahoo.com.       


